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A Stab in the Dark? Point-of-Care Testing in
the Population With Hip Fracture
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Abstract
Hip fracture incidence rises globally in an aging population who live in an era of financial austerity. Health service providers are
under pressure both to optimize care and to increase efficiencies in the management of this vulnerable patient group. One area of
inefficiency in perioperative processes is the assessment of deranged clotting profiles secondary to warfarinization and in the
monitoring of hemoglobin. Delays are inherent in these processes, threatening patient care and impacting on financial incenti-
visation of performance. Point-of-care testing, while widespread in other areas of health care, is underutilized in hip fracture
management. This work explores the application to hip fracture care of this technology and suggests future direction to inves-
tigate its potential benefits.
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The fractured hip represents a major public health issue, and by

2050, its global incidence will exceed 6.3 million cases.1 Opti-

mal care for this growing, increasingly frail population relies,

among other factors, upon efficient assessment of hemoglobin

(Hb) and international normalized ratio (INR) parameters to

guide surgical timing and resuscitation. We have previously

shown that inefficient laboratory investigation processes

increase surgical delay in patients with hip fracture,2 and one

way of potentially improving this unsatisfactory situation is

through the introduction of point-of-care testing (POCT). The

literature surrounding POCT however is heterogeneous, ren-

dering systematic review meaningless. There are no reports

of the use of POCT processes in patients with hip fracture. Due

to the heterogeneity of available evidence and absence of data

specifically for hip fractures, we provide an overview of POCT

evidence to inform clinicians involved in hip fracture surgery

and propose direction for further investigation.

Therapeutic anticoagulation is a cause of morbidity and

delay to surgery in the patient with hip fracture.2 Currently,

950 000 of the UK population are taking warfarin and this fig-

ure rises by 10% each year.3 As well as anticoagulation man-

agement, anaemia is a significant feature of the patient group

having hip fracture, increasing falls and overall mortality.4,5

It appears logical therefore that substituting laboratory sam-

pling for serial perioperative Hb and INR POCT has the poten-

tial to identify complications early, decrease time to surgery,

and aid in recovery.

Linking these investigations with current health care pro-

cesses, nurse-led care has become an integral aspect of

patient-centered best practice. It is cost-effective and results

in better functional outcomes for patients.6-8 Bringing the test

to the patient therefore embraces optimal nursing care and

removes the logistical element of laboratory testing. Point-of-

care testing takes less time to collect, negates preparation or

packaging costs, and yields an instant result.9,10 This enables

more punctual decision making, improving patient care and

reducing length of stay.2

As well as time, cost is a vital factor when considering a

change in health care process. Financial aspects of patient care

however are often so multifactorial that cost savings are diffi-

cult to measure meaningfully. Point-of-care testing requires

equipment (machine, disposables, and reagent), maintenance,

and calibration as well as costs for training and competency

assessment. Balancing these costs are theoretical savings
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gained by decreasing delays inherent with laboratory testing

although there is little evidence to substantiate this.

On reviewing the available evidence, 2 main features char-

acterize POCT literature for both Hb and INR monitoring:

accuracy and cost. For Hb, in various clinical areas (blood

transfusion, intensive care, and gastrointestinal bleeding units)

Hb POCT has been studied but low numbers, poor methodol-

ogy, and lack of uniformity in device use render it impossible

to generalize findings to the population with hip fracture. High-

lighting the heterogeneity of the available evidence, it is possi-

ble to find both enthusiastic support and damning indictment of

Hb POCT in comparable study populations. When evaluating

INR POCT accuracy, the significant issue is the wide range

of confidence intervals seen when mean INR between capillary

POCT and laboratory venous samples is compared. Jennings

et al reveal that POCT INR readings may be as much as 0.76

INR units above or below the laboratory value.11 This discre-

pancy has significant implications if decisions on operative pri-

ority and anesthesia techniques are being informed by these

devices.

Accuracy is clearly an issue and this threatens the safe

application, in isolation, of the results generated by POCT

devices. This restrained approach is corroborated by the lit-

erature. For each study recommending POCT uptake and

commending reliability, there is a cautionary counterpoint

from work carried out in a similar population advising against

its uptake. What can be distilled from this review and where

studies are in agreement is that training in taking the sam-

ples in POCT has considerable impact on the accuracy of

capillary testing against a presumed gold standard of labora-

tory venous analysis. With correct training, competency assess-

ment and regular calibration of testing materials coordinated

by a dedicated POCT facilitator, concerns over accuracy may

be minimized.

Following on from accuracy, the second issue is that of

cost. Fitzmaurice et al in a family medicine study provide

the only evidence for the financial impact of POCT, report-

ing in their warfarinized population a cost of £1751 for INR

POCT compared to £2290 for laboratory equivalents.12 This

is an uncontrolled single study performed in a community

setting and has little that can be generalized to hip fracture

care.

Accepting the paucity of the available evidence base,

potential cost savings are achievable with POCT. Although

there is no discrete evidence for this in the population with

hip fracture, as a surrogate, there is firm indication of the

considerable financial benefit of minimizing surgical delay

through the rapidity of POCT, particularly in terms of best

practice tariff financial uplifts. In UK hospitals, for

instance, if a single patient is prevented from breaching the

national 36 hour time to theater from admission target by

optimizing warfarin reversal,2 the entire cost outlay for

POCT for the financial year in that unit are recovered

through performance incentive payments. The cost balance

therefore is theoretically in favor of POCT and the introduc-

tion of a program to monitor Hb and INR certainly does not

appear cost prohibitive. Most importantly to clinicians, cur-

rently no robust economic evidence is available for cost

impact of these devices in the population with hip fracture,

which is surprising considering the number of patients

involved.

For surgeons, nurses, and managers, scanning the future

landscape of fragility fracture care, the number of cases of

hip fractures on the horizon is daunting. Point-of-care test-

ing has the potential to improve efficiency and outcome and

considering the potential benefits in such a large population

is currently underinvestigated. We suggest that all centers

providing hip fracture care should either undertake research

themselves or collaborate with other units to investigate the

use of POCT in their patients. The large numbers generated

by such collaboration will rapidly accrue the sampling size

required to determine clinical significance of POCT inter-

ventions and identify any unacceptable variation in results.

Prospective observational collection of duplicated POCT

and laboratory samples taken as part of the routine perio-

perative assessment of patients with hip fracture will enable

pragmatic analysis of discrepancies between the techniques.

It could allow for assessment of the impact of training using

a pre- and postinstruction cohort in a repeated measures

design. Should the use of POCT in isolation prove safe in

the population with hip fracture through these observational

studies, further follow on investigation utilizing randomiza-

tion into POCT and laboratory testing groups could be per-

formed. This would definitively answer questions regarding

financial impact, length of stay, and time to surgery

implications.

This technology has the potential to reinforce patient-

centered, efficient, nurse-led hip fracture care, both minimizing

delays and maximizing remuneration. In order to definitively

address the limiting issues of accuracy and cost impact, robust

data collection will further inform the clinical community, and

we encourage our colleagues in joining us in addressing this

evidence void.
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